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• To me, there is no other 
choice.  I’ve accepted this 
assignment and I could 
never return to Stockholm 
without the knowledge 
that I had done 
everything in human 
power to save as many 
Jews as possible
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To me, there is no other choice.  I have accepted this assignment and I could never return to Stockholm without the knowledge that I had done everything in human power to save as many Jews as possible. That was Raoul Wallenberg’s response on January 10, 1945 to Per Anger, First Secretary at the Swedish Legation in Budapest.  Per, a colleague, had urged Raoul to leave Hungary and seek safety. Raoul Wallenberg would never see Stockholm again.  A week later, January 17, 1945, he went to meet with  the Soviet Red Army, east of Budapest.  He never returned.    



Swedish Legation,
Budapest, July 1944
 Per Anger
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Raoul Wallenberg arrived in Budapest on July 9, 1944.  He had been appointed secretary at the Swedish Legation to administer the rescue of Hungarian Jews.  Early 1944, the Hungarian government and Hitler had decided to speed up the deportation of Jews from Hungary.  In a short period, hundreds of thousand Jews were sent to Auschwitz. President Roosevelt and the US Government had established the War Refugee Board.  Its sole purpose was to rescue Jews.  However, WRB couldn’t put people on the ground.  Learning of Swedish attempts in Budapest to save Jews, WRB contacted the Swedish Government to discuss cooperation.  Sweden agreed.  Now the task was to find someone who could run the operations. Raoul Wallenberg was not a logical choice.  Born in 1912, his father had passed away before he was born.  A few years after his birth, his mother remarried.  Later, Raoul got a brother and a sister. Nor was he a diplomat.  Instead, he had studied architecture in Michigan.   Raoul was part of the powerful Wallenberg family.  He had good contact with his grandfather.  When returning to Sweden after graduating from the University of Michigan, he started working in a trading company, importing food from Hungary.  It was his boss who recommended him to the Swedish Government.  He was accepted and became a diplomat.  With a very special assignment.  



The Jewish Ghetto in Budapest
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Even with the end of the war in sight in 1944, Adolf Hitler had sent Adolf Eichmann to Budapest to implement the Final Solution – the elimination of Jews.  The operation had been swift.  In the first six months of 1944, the majority of Hungary’s 800,000 Jews were deported, mainly from the countryside.  When Raoul Wallenberg arrived in July 1944, around 250,000 Jews remained in Budapest. 



Schutz-Passes 
& 

Protected 
Buildings
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Already before Wallenberg arrived, Sweden and other neutral countries had issued protected documents to Jews.  The documents were accepted by the Hungarians.  However, Raoul Wallenberg made this to an art.  He had thousands of protected passports, Schutz Passes in German, printed and issued to Jews.  The documents stated that the bearer was a potential emigrant to Sweden, was protected and could not be arrested. Wallenberg also set up protected or safe houses.  Signs with ‘The Swedish Library’ and ‘The Swedish Research Institute’ were placed on these buildings, Large Swedish flags hang outside them.  Sweden alone had over 30 such houses in Budapest, housing over 10,000 Jews.  Other nations had similar safe houses.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What made Raoul Wallenberg successful?  He was well educated, spoke many languages, came from a family with influence, had been an amateur actor.  And was not a diplomat.  This may have helped him to act without respect for the Germans or any authority.  He had found out what impressed on the officers.  With his acting ability, he could sometimes threaten, sometimes flatter.  Or bribe.. Whatever helped his cause. Sandor Ardai, one of the drivers working for Wallenberg, recounted what Wallenberg did when he intercepted a trainload of Jews about to leave for Auschwitz: \... he climbed up on the roof of the train and began handing in protective passes through the doors which were not yet sealed. He ignored orders from the Germans for him to get down, then the Arrow Cross men, the Hungarian collaborators, began shooting and shouting at him to go away. He ignored them and calmly continued handing out passports to the hands that were reaching out for them. I believe the Arrow Cross men deliberately aimed over his head, as not one shot hit him, which would have been impossible otherwise. I think this is what they did because they were so impressed by his courage. After Wallenberg had handed over the last of the passports, he ordered all those who had one to leave the train and walk to the caravan of cars parked nearby, all marked in Swedish colours. I don't remember exactly how many, but he saved dozens off that train, and the Germans and Arrow Cross were so dumbfounded they let him get away with it.  



Raoul Wallenberg was not alone

• At the height of activities fall 1944 , more than 350 
people were involved in saving Jews in Hungary, 
including

• Giorgio Perlasca, Italian businessman, claiming 
to be Spanish Consul General (top)

• Carl Lutz, Swiss Consul General (bottom)
• Garlos de Liz Texlira Branquinho, Portuguese 

diplomat
• Carlos Sampaio Garrido, Portuguese diplomat
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Raoul Wallenberg was not alone.  In Budapest – and other places – men and women risked their lives by helping Jews and others from death.  Carl Lutz, Consul General of the Swiss Legation in Budapest issued protective documents, saving thousands of Jews.  Giorgio Perlasca, an Italian business man, posted as the Consul General of Spain and saved many Jewish lives that way.  Portuguese consular employees Carlos Sampiao Garrido and Carlos de Liz Texeira Branquinho rented houses, converting them to safe houses. At the height of operations, more than 350 people, Hungarians and foreigners, Jews and non-Jews were involved in the process.  To great danger for their own lives.



Team Work
- Carl-Ivan Danielsson, Per Anger, Lars Berg
- Karoly Szabo
- Vilmos Langfelder
- Laszlo Peto
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Further proof that Raoul Wallenberg was not alone.  At the Swedish Legation, Carl-Ivan Danielsson, Ambassador, Per Anger and Lars Berg were supporting and assisting him.  Vilmos Langfelder was often his driver, Karoly Szabo, Laszlo Peto and others were also heavily involved in the work.  Wallenberg could not have done this on his own. 



January 17, 1945 …
"I'm going to Malinovsky's ... whether 
as a guest or prisoner I do not know 
yet." 
Raoul Wallenberg’s last recorded words
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When 1944 turned to 1945, the end of the war was near.  American, Canadian, British, French and forces from other countries approached Germany from the west.  The Soviet Red Army advanced from the east.  By the end of December 1944, the Red Army had encircled Budapest.  However, to the bitter end, the Germans kept fighting and threatened to blow up the City.   By now, Raoul Wallenberg had started working on a plan to rebuild Budapest and the future role of the Jews.  He was eager to show the plan to the Soviet forces and requested a meeting.  On January 17, 1945, he was called to meet with Marshall Rodion Malinovsky, Commander of the Red Army east of Budapest.   Wallenberg was excited.  He and his driver Vilmos Langfelder visited a few of the safe houses.  They stopped and picked up Wellanberg’s suitcase.  For the last couple of months, he had slept at different places every night to avoid being arrested or killed by the Germans or the Arrow Cross.  Their car was escorted by an ordonance of three Russian soldiers on motorcycles. I'm going to Malinovsky's ... whether as a guest or prisoner I do not know yet."  These are Wallenberg’s last recorded words, before jumping back in the car from his last stop. What happened thereafter is still not known.  He and Langfelder are believed to have been arrested, taken to Moscow by train. However, the train journey seems to have been in first class, with freedom.  Rumors have it, they stepped off the train at one station and had dinner in the station’s restaurant. Over the years, the Russians have given different stories about Raoul Wallenberg his disappearance.  In January 1945, they told Swedish authorities that Wallenberg was in their protective care.  Later that year, their message changed.  Now, they said he had probably been killed in the chaotic fighting at the end of the war.  A few years later, the message changed again, claiming that Wallenberg had died in Moscow July 17, 1947. To this day, they have not presented a believable story about his disappearance. 



Recognition
Honorary Citizen of
USA
 Canada
 Australia
 Israel
Hungary
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Raoul Wallenberg has been recognized in numerous ways.  He is an Honorary Citizen of the USA (second after Winston Churchill), Canada (first), Israel, Australia, and Hungary.  Many countries have issued stamps with his picture, Canada included.  There are Raoul Wallenberg Centres, Institutes and institutions around the world.  Awards and medals in Raoul Wallenberg’s name are given out by many organizations.



More recognition
 Budapest
 Toronto
 Stockholm
 many more cities worldwide
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There are also parks, streets and monuments named after Raoul Wallenberg throughout the world.  Here are just three; the shoes along the banks of the Danube in Budapest, is not necessarily in memory of Raoul Wallenberg, instead recognizing the thousands of Jews that were shot at that location and fell into the river.  The other two photos are from Stockholm and Toronto, the Wallenberg statue in the Earl Bales Park in North York, off Bathurst Street



Epilogue
The deeds and values are celebrated 
throughout the world
• The Canadian Parliament decided in 2001 to 

name January 17 every year Raoul 
Wallenberg Day

• In Sweden, August 4, his birthday, is 
Wallenberg Day

• Numerous scholarships and awards for 
human rights and humanitarian actions are 
presented around the world every year.
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Canada and the US have been leading in keeping Raoul Wallenberg’s memory alive.  In 2001, the Canadian Government proclaimed January 17 every year as Raoul Wallenberg Day to commemorate him for his humanitarian deeds.  Many other countries have similar days to recognize Raoul Wallenberg.



A Diplomatic Failure …
Sweden’s actions to assist Raoul Wallenberg from the Soviet imprisonment can 
only be described as a Diplomatic Failure.

• The Russians informed the Swedish Foreign Office January 16, 1945 that 
Soviet Forces were protecting Wallenberg.  No official response from 
Sweden.

• Soon Soviet Union hinted that Wallenberg must have died in an accident.  His 
whereabouts were not known to the Russians

• No official Swedish request for information on Raoul Wallenberg until 1952

• The Soviet Union claims Raoul Wallenberg died of heart failure in a prison in 
July 1947 

• German POWs returning from Russia in the mid-50s report of meeting a 
Swedish diplomat in prison.

• Wallenberg’s parents commit suicide in 1979.

• At a meeting  in Moscow 1989, KGB presents Wallenberg’s brother and sister 
a box with Wallenberg’ passport, phone book and other personal item. 

• In 2003, a Swedish Government report on Sweden’s handling of the Raoul 
Wallenberg file describes it as A Diplomatic Failure.

• In 2016, Swedish Tax Authorities  declare Raoul Wallenberg dead.  Day of 
death, July 17, 1952
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In a report 2003, commissioned by the Swedish Government, the verdict was clear and hard.  The actions by the Swedish Government after the war were nothing but ‘A Diplomatic Failure’.  Raoul Wallenberg had been completely abandoned. He who had saved the lives of so many, wasn’t given any help when he needed assistance. The list of mistakes by the Swedish authorities is very long.  Not until 1952 did Sweden officially request information from the Soviet Union about Raoul Wallenberg.  What had happened?  Where was he?  Was he still alive? At that time, many POW returned to Germany and other countries from the Soviet Union.  Some of them claimed to have met a Swedish diplomat during their time in Soviet prisons and labour camps. Throughout these years, Wallenberg’s parents Fredrik and Maj von Dardel refused to accept that Raoul Wallenberg was dead.  They fought hard to get Swedish authorities to act.  However, in 1979, they didn’t have the strength to continue and committed suicide.  Their other two children, Guy von Dardel and Nina Lagergren took over the baton and continued the search for their brother.  They had promised their parents not to accept his death before 2000.  The Wallenberg family members usually are living long.  Today, their children are now continuing the search, having just issued a letter with some 80 questions about Wallenberg to the new Swedish Government. 



The Lesson
What did we learn from Raoul Wallenberg?

You don/t have to be rich to make a difference – a
lot of Europe’s wealthy did nothing. You don’t have
to be famous – he was virtually unknown outside
the business world. You don’t need to be a person
of influence – he did not know Nazi leaders before
he started.

But what is essential is an incessant drive to make a
difference. You do need to act out of conscience,
even when it does nothing to advance your personal
interests. And you need to devote your entire
energy and will to the task at hand; you never know
how much time is available; it is precisely the power
of one individual, the power that we all have within
us to make a difference, that was demonstrated by
Wallenberg.

That is the lesson of Raoul Wallenberg – a lesson all
people of conscience, young and old, can and should
heed.
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What have we learnt from Raoul Wallenberg?   You don’t have to be rich to make a difference – a lot of Europe’s wealthy did nothing.  You don’t have to be famous – he was virtually unknown outside the business world.  You don’t need to be a person of influence – he did not know Nazi leaders before he started.   But what is essential is an incessant drive to make a difference.  You do need to act out of conscience, even when it does nothing to advance your personal interests.  And you need to devote your entire energy and will to the task at hand; you never know how much time is available; it is precisely the power of one individual, the power that we all have within us to make a difference, that was demonstrated by Wallenberg.   That is the lesson of Raoul Wallenberg – a lesson all people of conscience, young and old, can and should heed.



To find out more …

• Some sources of information on Raoul Wallenberg
• https://sweden.se/society/raoul-wallenberg-a-

man-who-made-a-difference/
• https://rwi.lu.se/about/about-raoul-

wallenberg/
• https://www.raoulwallenbergcentre.org/raoul

-wallenberg/
• https://www.yadvashem.org/righteous/stories

/wallenberg.html
• https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/raoul-

wallenberg-3
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